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Abstract: Smart grid (SG), an evolving concept in the modern power infrastructure, enables the
two-way flow of electricity and data between the peers within the electricity system networks (ESN)
and its clusters. The self-healing capabilities of SG allow the peers to become active partakers
in ESN. In general, the SG is intended to replace the fossil fuel-rich conventional grid with the
distributed energy resources (DER) and pools numerous existing and emerging know-hows like
information and digital communications technologies together to manage countless operations.
With this, the SG will able to “detect, react, and pro-act” to changes in usage and address multiple
issues, thereby ensuring timely grid operations. However, the “detect, react, and pro-act” features in
DER-based SG can only be accomplished at the fullest level with the use of technologies like Artificial
Intelligence (AI), the Internet of Things (IoT), and the Blockchain (BC). The techniques associated
with AI include fuzzy logic, knowledge-based systems, and neural networks. They have brought
advances in controlling DER-based SG. The IoT and BC have also enabled various services like data
sensing, data storage, secured, transparent, and traceable digital transactions among ESN peers and
its clusters. These promising technologies have gone through fast technological evolution in the past
decade, and their applications have increased rapidly in ESN. Hence, this study discusses the SG
and applications of AI, IoT, and BC. First, a comprehensive survey of the DER, power electronics
components and their control, electric vehicles (EVs) as load components, and communication and
cybersecurity issues are carried out. Second, the role played by AI-based analytics, IoT components
along with energy internet architecture, and the BC assistance in improving SG services are thoroughly
discussed. This study revealed that AI, IoT, and BC provide automated services to peers by monitoring
real-time information about the ESN, thereby enhancing reliability, availability, resilience, stability,
security, and sustainability.
Keywords: smart microgrids; modern power system; power infrastructure; distributed energy
resources; machine learning; deep learning; Internet of Things; blockchain; electricity system
networks; peer to peer network; renewable energy resources; electric vehicle as DER; cybersecurity;
smart grid services; resilience; automated services in microgrids; energy Internet
1. Background
As economies develop, energy consumption trends start growing more or less analogously to
economic growth [1]. The main reason for this is the sturdy and constructive link between energy
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consumption and economic development [2]. Similarly, energy is an indispensable input for social
development [3]. Apart from energy, socio-economic growth is also influenced by global geopolitical
scenarios, new technological developments, and available natural resources [2,4,5]. Since all these factors
influence the socio-economic growth, it becomes quite challenging to predict the associated uncertainties,
which again have an influence on the energy supply and demand patterns [4]. Any adverse shocks to
the energy sector will negatively impact socio-economic development [2]. Thus, a quest for adequate,
reliable, resilient, equitable, secure, and affordable energy supplies is given a primary priority [2].
On the other side, the Internet’s role and other smart systems in social progress are highly noticeable
and are expected to increase in the near future [6]. Besides, there have been raised concerns about
environmental safety, and it is argued that future energy supplies should meet the low carbon and other
clean energy standards [7]. Thus, smart and sustainable energy supplies are commanded to ensure
socio-economic development. Therefore, the impacts on socio-economic developments from providing
energy through renewable energy resources (RER) as a substitute for fossil fuel generation technologies
are more significant [4]. The trend for using distributed energy resources (DER), particularly renewable
energy (RE) and energy storage systems (ESS), in the conventional electric grid (CEG) and also in the
present power system infrastructure, has been given high priority in most nations. However, DER and
ESS have increased progressively in the modern power system [8]. The main reason for the increased
use of DER is due to the need for developing a decarbonized energy sector for the future. Additionally,
RER’s energy security, consistent improvements in power conversion efficiencies, and RE technologies
falling cost favor the DER growth [9].
The CEG is a centralized system that generally connects the many small and large power generation
plants under one roof and steadily transfers the power from the remote-generation station to the
demand centers through extended transmission lines. The power flow would be high to a low voltage
level in such systems, creating the one-directional flow from the electricity systems networks (ESN) to
consumers [10]. Whereas the RE-based DER, in most cases, is localized and small in terms of megawatt
production, generated voltages are relative to conventional power plants. When RE is integrated
into CEG, severe frequency fluctuation can be seen, and this is due to regular loss of energy mostly
elicited by RE’s intermittent nature. Therefore, its integration to CEG poses a constraint [11]. However,
with technological evolution seen in the electrical infrastructure in recent years, the use of RE-based
DER in the electric grid has become possible [11]. The CEG has transitioned to the next level and
is aided by technological changes and innovative energy generation, transmission, and distribution
approaches. For having a detailed considerate of the electric grid evolution, the significant events that
took part in its journey are considered, and these are depicted in Figure 1. In addition, these significant
events were briefly described, which are as follows.
• The electric battery’s invention that produces a continuous supply of electric current by Alessandro
Volta is the first most significant event in 1800.
• The discovery of electromagnetic induction by Michael Faraday is the second most significant
event in 1831.
• The incandescent bulb development by Thomas Edison and Joseph Sawm is the third most
significant event that happened between the years 1878–1879. This event has spread its roots in
developing new kinds of bulbs.
• The development of direct current (DC) streetlamps in New York, the United States of America
(USA) in 1882, is the fourth most significant event.
• The widespread use of alternating current (AC) systems since 1886 is the fifth most significant
and the fate changing event in electric grid evolution.
• The invention of the first working models of induction motor by two eminent scientists Nikola
Tesla and Galileo Ferraris had revolutionized the alternating current power system. It is the most
significant event in the evolution of the electric grid.
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• The power plant infrastructure development for supplying energy to the small communities
began to start in 1896. Different types of AC power generating units have evolved in other parts
of the world, which is considered the seventh most significant event in the electric grid evolution.
• The commercialization of power metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistor (MOSFET) is
the eighth most significant event. It is regarded as another big game-changer in the electric grid’s
evolution, which allowed integrating RE technologies into the grid.
• The ninth most significant event in the electric grid evolution is the deregulation of wholesale
power from renewables and other power plants.
• The interconnection of photovoltaics (PV) and other power plants into the electric grid
infrastructure is the tenth most significant event.
• DER integration with the electric grid had become popular between 2003 and 2004, and it is the
eleventh most significant event in the electric grid evolution.
• Between 2008 to 2010, the guidelines for implementing microgrids (MGs), nanogrids (NGs) have
evolved. Later, the methodology for implementing pilot-scale smart grids (SGs) also became a
discussion topic among researchers and industrialists.
• In 2011, the smart power infrastructure demonstration took place, which emphasized
ensuring reliability and security with ESN’s intelligent elements, which is the thirteenth most
significant event.
• High penetration of renewables-based MGs with higher peak capacities has become quite popular
since 2013, which is the most significant achievement in electric grid evolution.
• From 2014 onwards, grid modernization has taken place, and the SG’s have become economically
viable for power generation. Their integration with the electric grid has also become possible due
to the availability of technology.
With the above highlighted 15 most significant events, the CEG has taken a massive transition
and is backed up by many new technologies playing their roles in achieving the SG motive.
The rise of RE use for electrification and offered support by the electronic power industry has
given the scope for the development of DER-based MG [12]. MG consists of RER, most commonly
small in size, and mainly used for generating power locally and sometimes distributed. However,
when it comes to functionality, MG suffers from ensuring flexibility in managing the energy between
loads. Besides, the lack of smart modulation of peers in the ESN makes the MG operations difficult [13].
Also, the intermittent nature of RER and uncertainties associated with EES and the loads are quite
unpredictable, and the existing MG control cannot tackle them at the fullest. Thus, the deployment
of RER-based MG and other DER components in the ESN experiences’ reliability and resilience
issues opens up the scope for the smart modulation of peers (e.g., consumer, producer, prosumer,
regulatory authority, etc.) [13]. Therefore, ESN needs active network management techniques. For this,
the existing MG should undergo a digital transition. To maximize RER’s use, spur the need to develop
alternatives to MG, a next-generation digital electric grid system called the SG is needed [10,14].
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1. Fifte n most significant events in the evoluti n of the electricity grid (Note: DC—direct current,
AC—alternating current, USA—United States of America, MOSFET—metal-oxide-se iconductor
fi ld-effect transistor).
1.1. Overview of a Smart Grid
od y, there s no generally acceptable SG defini io . Its descripti n and d finition are no
unique. It is s ill evolving, developing, and the concept is becoming more and more mature with
time. The SG combines DER-based micro, mini, and nano-grids a d supply sy tems c ntrol w th
a fine br ch [15]. SG incorporates techn logy, structures, nd protocols to mak the ESN more
intelligent and efficient. It is merely a radical modification of the exist g ESN. In general, the SG
is intended to substitute the ossil fuel-rich CEG with the DER and pools numerous existing and
emerging know-how like information and digital communications technologi s togeth r to manage
countless operations [16]. The SG features such as computational ability, controllability, self-diagnosis,
and heali g pave the way for broader incorporation of RER, m re active cons mer and prosumer
participation, the implementation of energy efficiency initiatives, and the consequent possible reduction
of greenhous gas (GHG) emissions. The SG enables the two-way flow of electricity and data between
the ESN peers and it clust rs. SG’s self-healing capabilities allow the peers to become active partakers
in ESN [17]. With this, the SG will be able to “detect, react, and pro-act” to disparities in usage and
manifold issues and enhances the reliability, availability, resilience, stability, security, and, at the same
time, ensur s grid operations sustainably and affordably [13,18].
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1.2. Role of Smart Grid in the Existing Power System and Its Implementation Barriers
As mentioned earlier in Section 1.1, SG is an intelligent digital electric grid with a pool of
technologies and services. Depending upon the load type served and ESN type (e.g., residential,
commercial, and industrial), the technologies and services used in SG vary, and they are clearly shown
in Figure 2.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 5 of 42 
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From Figure 2, it can be understood that SG facilitates the consumers and prosumers to have
increased choices in terms of controlling their electricity use and production. The SG also helps
prosumers respond to electricity prices based on the changes in consumption and generation patterns.
Not only the residential, commercial, and industrial loads, SG also facilitates connection and integrated
operation with electric vehicle (EV) charging systems. In brief, “SG brings all elements of the electricity
system production, delivery, and consumption closer together to improve overall system operation for
the benefit of consumers and the environment.” Overall, the SG enhances ESN operation and control
in the three significant domains (generation, transmission, and distributions) [19].
The existing SG framework is combined with multiple design scenarios and varies based
on the operational area or the deployed application. Few of those operations and applications
include energy-dependent operations in smart cities, energy-related home operations computerization,
and energy conservation schemes by considering metering and tracking processes [20]. SG technologies
and concepts will significantly reduce RER barriers and allow power grids to support a more significant
percentage of variable and intermittent supplies from RER [21]. SG is crucial for the efficient use of
DER and provides management of demand and supply of electricity from RE technologies and ESS by
both users and suppliers of electricity.
One of SG’s crucial aims is to encourage peer’s active participation with automated
transactions [20,22]. For building an automated distributed energy distribution network, data and
data-driven decisions are needed. SG provides such data-driven decisions as they provide a two-way
flow of electricity and the associated data. The SG’s smartness will allow for the time-shifting of
electricity demand as influenced by RE’s intermittent nature and incorporation of ESS [23,24].
Overall, using SG, the CEG services will be replaced with high-level automation services, control
techniques, sensors, computer servers for energy transaction record-keeping, power asset management
platform, and many other new and emerging technologies, and all these are expected to operate
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collectively, thereby enhancing the power grid operations [22]. SG’s components will respond
intelligently and digitally on time to the grid conditions based on energy demand, supply, and fault
occurrences on the system working hand-in-hand to produce, deliver, and utilize energy most efficiently
and reliably. With this, SG can automatically locate the fault, isolate it, and even restore services once
the fault is cleared and record its activities on the grid performance data. This helps the grid reduce
the number, impact, and duration of outages and interruptions [25].
Overall, the SG offers many benefits to the CEG. Here, the benefits associated with the
renewable-based SG are summarized as follows.
• It enables a broader range of RER, DER, and ESS technologies that allow higher RE deployment
with cost-effectiveness while increasing reliability and quality of power.
• Rapid response to ESS, such as flywheels, can address intermittency problems, enhancing the
grid’s overall reliability and power.
• Exchanges of real-time information make for a more flexible grid, achieving almost
complete forecasting.
• Greater visibility enhances strategies for the price of forecasting.
• Assimilating clients into the power network as active players; energy savings made by reducing
the peak demands and increasing energy quality and lowered GHG emissions.
• Regulation of voltage and subsequent load allows operating costs to be minimized based on the
marginal output cost.
Even though SG offers many benefits, its implementation is also a challenging one. The challenges
mainly lie with technology use. In addition to the technology, for the successful implementation of
SG, each country needs to develop and articulate its SG vision, strategies, and means of achieving
it. This helps to motivate fervor and resources (both technical and capital) toward modernizing the
existing electric grid infrastructure.
Digital energy vision and its full understanding are fundamental for a smooth transition from
conventional to SG systems and deploying existing and emerging technologies. Change to SG can be
gradual and piecemeal until its full implementation is realized. It can start from the existing grid by
introducing each of the SG technologies one at a time. It can also begin with a small pilot project as a
nano grid, mini-grid, or microgrid in a remote geographical location and gradually be improved and
extended. There are already numbers of such SG pilot projects worldwide in the USA, South Korea,
Austria, and Canada. Furthermore, most countries in the advanced world are already gradually
upgrading their existing grid to SG.
The obstacle to implementing SG reflects the preposition of interest by the provider and the
consumer, accompanied by regulatory restrictions and technical norms obstructing SG solutions [26].
On the other side, issues associated with information flow, communication between the peers, and ESN
resources management must be addressed. The question is, who will be managing these, the human
workforce, or the digitalization? What would be an efficient way?
Furthermore, the questions related to ensuring reliability, resilience, and security should be
considered while designing SG. Additionally, ensuring the computational and energy efficiency of the
SG operations as it undergoes digitalization becomes critical. For handling such digital operations,
computational tools are suggested. Possibly, fast computing methodologies have become one of the most
vital tools in determining an SG service’s success in the market. There exist numerous computational
and digital tools, which include artificial intelligence (AI) [27,28], Internet-of-Things (IoT) [29–31],
Big Data analytics [32–34], machine learning [35,36], deep learning [37–39], cloud computing [40–42],
and Blockchain (BC) [43–45]. These technologies have been intelligently applied with various
applications in networking, manufacturing, building management, transportation, and shipping to
construct energy-efficient and sustainable systems. We believe such technologies can be leveraged in
the energy sector, especially in the SG operations.
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In the literature, few studies were carried out by the researchers, and they showed the roles of
these technologies in ESN operations [27–45]. On the other side, these promising technologies have
gone through fast technological evolution in the past decade, and their applications have increased
rapidly in ESN. Furthermore, new technologies are emerging, which enable data-driven decisions.
Hence, this study discusses the SG and applications of AI, the IoT, and BC.
1.3. Key Contributions
This study mainly considers the three technologies, such as AI, IoT, and BC. Based on the
considered technologies, a critical review is carried out to understand the offered services to the field
of SG. The key contributions of this study are as follows.
• A comprehensive study of the DER, power electronics components and their control, electric
vehicles (EVs) as load components, and communication and cybersecurity issues in SG are
carried out.
• The techniques associated with AI, e.g., fuzzy logic (FL), knowledge-based systems (KbS),
and artificial neural networks (ANN), have been briefly summarized, and their roles in DER-based
SG are also thoroughly discussed.
• The IoT components, along with energy Internet architecture for SG applications, is presented.
• The role played by AI-based analytics in improving SG services is thoroughly presented.
• A comprehensive study on the IoT and BC enabled services like data sensing, data storage, secured,
transparent, and traceable digital transactions among the peers within ESN and its clusters is
carried out.
• Discussion is made on the AI, IoT, and BC to provide automated services to peers by monitoring
the ESN’s real-time information, determining reliability, availability, resilience, stability, security,
and sustainability.
The paper is structured into ten sections. The role of numerous distributed energy resources and
the DC, AC, and hybrid microgrids SG is briefly presented in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. The role
of power electronic components and their control are briefly discussed in Section 4. In Section 5,
the issues related to communication and cybersecurity are briefly presented. The application of AI, IoT,
and Blockchain in SG is briefly discussed in Sections 6–8, respectively. The discussions in the context of
reliability, availability, resilience, stability, security, and sustainability are made in Section 9, and, lastly,
in Section 10, the concluding remarks were drawn.
2. Distributed Energy Resources in Smart Grids
The DER-based power system is a small to medium-scale decentralized power generation system
that uses RER, and mostly these DER are located close to the load centers. DER provides an alternative
or enhancement to the conventional power grid and can feed entire distribution systems [46,47].
DER-based onsite power generation is a less expensive option and a quick process, especially with
the PV, wind turbine (WT), fuel cells, etc. Whereas the central power generating systems are relatively
more extensive in installed peak capacities, their erection time is also relatively high compared to
onsite DER-based power plants. The high-voltage transmission lines erection also takes more time [48].
DER reduces the load on electrical transmission lines. Besides, the DER-based ESN would offer energy
to consumers at a lesser price.
At the same time, the DER-based ESN provides higher service reliability, improved power quality,
and ensures consumer’s energy independence. When DER uses any renewable technology, it has an
excellent contribution to the power generation mix and is a part of the green solution for a sustainable
environment. Government, policymakers, and power engineers worldwide are encouraging the
incorporation of DER, primarily RER-based MG and SG, into power distribution systems. In recent
years, nano-grids and mini-grids have also become quite popular in the ESN.
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As mentioned earlier in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, the integration of DER into the CEG at the distribution
level poses several technical challenges: islanding, grid stability, power quality issues, frequency
variation, and reverse power flow [49–51]. These challenges can be adequately taken care of in the
SG system. DER can be categorized as controllable loads such as distributed generation (DG), EES,
and Demand Side Management (DSM).
In the following subsections, various types of DER that are used in SG are discussed.
2.1. Distributed Generation Technologies
DG is the small-scale power plants that feed MG that are a part of an SG. As mentioned earlier,
these are small distribution units and are usually located very close to the load it powers [52].
In general, diverse energy resources can be integrated to form electrical energy systems to provide
the locality’s power needs. It can either be renewable or non-renewable generation. Non-renewable DG
includes fossil fuel generation (e.g., coal, diesel, and natural gas). Renewable DG can be dispatchable
in which the output power generated can be controlled by the amount of fuel injected into the
system [53,54].
The dispatchable renewable DG includes hydro and biomass. Few non-dispatchable ones
include solar PV and WT, in which the generated output cannot be controlled but is dependent on
weather conditions.
Overall, the most common technologies for DG include only a selected DG considered here [8,53,54]:
• Solar PV power plants (SPVPP)
• Wind power plants (WPP)
• Hydroelectric power generation (HPG)
• Thermal power plants (TPP)
• Nuclear power plant (NPP)
• Energy storage systems (ESS)
Apart from the ESS, the electric loads that are integrated with the SG would include as follows:
• Electric vehicle (EV)
• Smart houses (SHs)
• Cities
• Factories
A typical schematic view of DG-based SG, showing various technologies used for power generation,
is shown in Figure 3.
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A summary of the DG technologies highlighted in Figure 3 and a few others are explained briefly
in the following subsections. The power modeling equations and related parameters that affect the
power outputs are also briefly discussed in Table 1.
Table 1. Power modeling equations of different distributed energy resource technologies [13,55,56].
Distributed Energy Resources Power Modeling Equation Description of the Equation Parameters
Solar photovoltaics PPV =
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is denoted by ꞂBG as a percentage. The biogas or other 
biomass-derived fuel’s mass flow rate is indicated by 
𝑚BG and the units are kg/h. The biogas or biomass-
derived fuel’s heating value is given by 𝐻𝑉BG in MJ/kg. 
Hydropower 𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐺 = 𝜂𝜌𝑤𝑄𝑔ℎ  
 The power output from the hydro-power generation 
plant is denoted by 𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐺  and the typical units are kW. 
The water density is denoted by 𝜌𝑤 in kg/m2. The 
dimensionless power conversion efficiency of the water 
turbine is denoted by 𝜂. The flow of water in the 
penstock is denoted by 𝑄, and the units are m3/s. 
Battery energy 
storage 
State of the charge 
equation: 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 −
1)(1 − 𝜎) + [𝐸𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) −
𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑡)
𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑣
] 𝜂𝐵  
Depth of the discharge 
equation: 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 −





 The energy stored in the battery is denoted by 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) and 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 − 1) for the time 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 1. The 
units are Wh. The self-discharge rate on an hourly basis 
is given by 𝜎. The hourly load demanded by the 
consumer power devices is represented in 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑡). 
The efficiencies parameter of the inverter and battery 
energy storage system are 𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑣 and 𝜂𝐵. The energy 
output generated for the time 𝑡 by the distributed 
energy resources-based microgrid or smart grid or nano-
grid is denoted by 𝐸𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡). 
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− The power output from the solar photovoltaic array
is denoted by PPV and is typically measured in kW.
The efficiency parameters of the solar photovoltaic
array and the inverter are denoted by ηPV and ηInv
and is typically given as a percentage. The area of the
solar photovoltaic array is denoted by APV and is
measured in m2. The incident solar irradiance on the
solar photovoltaic array is given by GPV and
typically measured in kW/m2. The temperature
coefficient of the solar photovoltaic module is given
by γ and is measured in %/◦C. The reference and
ambient temperature at the installed location of the
solar photovoltaic array is denoted by Tref and Tamb
and typically measured in ◦C. Based on the
installation type, the mounting co-efficient for the
solar photovoltaic array can be decided and is
denoted by mc. The wind speeds experienced by the
solar photovoltaic array at the installed site are
denoted by Ws and typically measured in m/s.
Wind turbine Pm = 12 CpρaAv
3
− The power produced by the wind turbine is given by
Pm and is typically measured in kW. The wind
turbine’s co-efficient of power is denoted by Cp.
The density of the air is denoted by ρa. The wind
turbine’s swept area created by the wind blades is
indicated by A and is typically measured in m2.
The incoming wind that hits the turbine blades with
speed is indicated by v, measured in m/s.
Biomass energy PBG =
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 Here, the BG represents the biogas generator. The output 
power from the BG is denoted by 𝑃𝐵𝐺  and typically 
measured in kW. The BG’s power conversion efficiency 
is denoted by ꞂBG as a percentage. The biogas or other 
biomass-derived fuel’s mass flow rate is indicated by 
𝑚BG and the units are kg/h. The biogas or biomass-
derived fuel’s heating value is given by 𝐻𝑉BG in MJ/kg. 
Hydropower 𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐺 = 𝜂𝜌𝑤𝑄𝑔ℎ  
 The power output from the hydro-power generation 
plant is denoted by 𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐺  and the typical units are kW. 
The water density is denoted by 𝜌𝑤 in kg/m2. The 
dimensionless power conversion efficiency of the water 
turbine is denoted by 𝜂. The flow of water in the 
penstock is denoted by 𝑄, and the units are m3/s. 
Battery energy 
storage 
State of the charge 
equation: 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 −
1)(1 − 𝜎) + [𝐸𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) −
𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑡)
𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑣
] 𝜂𝐵  
Depth of the discharge 
equation: 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 −





 The energy stored in the battery is denoted by 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) and 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 − 1) for the time 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 1. The 
units are Wh. The self-discharge rate on an hourly basis 
is given by 𝜎. The hourly load demanded by the 
consumer power devices is represented in 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑡). 
The efficiencies parameter of the inverter and battery 
energy storage system are 𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑣 and 𝜂𝐵. The energy 
output generated for the time 𝑡 by the distributed 
energy resources-based microgrid or smart grid or nano-
grid is denoted by 𝐸𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡). 
BG×mBG×HVBG
3.6
− Here, the BG represents the biogas generator.
The utput power from the BG is denoted by PBG
and typically measured in kW. The BG’s power
conversion efficiency is denoted by
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 Here, the BG represents the biogas generator. The output 
power from the BG is denoted by 𝑃𝐵𝐺  and typically 
measured in kW. The BG’s power conversion efficiency 
is denoted by ꞂBG as a percentage. The biogas or other 
biomass-derived fuel’s mass flow rate is indicated by 
𝑚BG and the units are kg/h. The biogas or biomass-
derived fuel’s heating value is given by 𝐻𝑉BG in MJ/kg. 
Hydropower 𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐺 = 𝜂𝜌𝑤𝑄𝑔ℎ  
 The power output from the hydro-power generation 
plant is denoted by 𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐺  and the typical units are kW. 
The water density is denoted by 𝜌𝑤 in kg/m2. The 
dimensionless power conversion efficiency of the water 
turbine is denoted by 𝜂. The flow of water in the 
penstock is denoted by 𝑄, and the units are m3/s. 
Battery energy 
storage 
State of the charge 
equation: 
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1)(1 − 𝜎) + [𝐸𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡) −
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equation: 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) = 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 −





 The energy stored in the battery is denoted by 
𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡) and 𝐸𝐵𝑎𝑡(𝑡 − 1) for the time 𝑡 and 𝑡 − 1. The 
units are Wh. The self-discharge rate on an hourly basis 
is given by 𝜎. The hourly load demanded by the 
consumer power devices is represented in 𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑(𝑡). 
The efficiencies parameter of the inverter and battery 
energy storage system are 𝜂𝑖𝑛𝑣 and 𝜂𝐵. The energy 
output generated for the time 𝑡 by the distributed 
energy resources-based microgrid or smart grid or nano-
grid is denoted by 𝐸𝐺𝑒𝑛(𝑡). 
BG as a
percentage. The biogas or other biomass-derived
fuel’s mass flow rate is indicated by mBG and the
units are kg/h. The biogas or biomass-derived fuel’s
heati g v lue is given by HVBG in MJ/kg.
Hydropower PHPG = ηρwQgh
− The power output from the hydro-power generation
plant is denoted by PHPG and the typical units are
kW. The water density is denoted by ρw in kg/m2.
The dimensionless power conversion efficiency of the
water turbine is denoted by η. The flow of water in
the penstock is denoted by Q, and the units are m3/s.
Battery energy storage
State of the charge equation:





Depth of the discharge equation:





− The en rgy stored i the battery is denoted by EBat(t)
and EBat(t− 1) for the time t and t− 1. The units are
Wh. The self-discharge rate on an hourly basis is
given by σ. The hourly load demanded by the
consumer power devices is represented in
ERequired( ). The efficiencies parameter of the inverter
and battery energy storage system are ηinv and ηB.
The energy output generated for the time t by the
distributed energy resources-based microgrid or
smart grid or nano-grid is denoted by EGen(t).
2.1.1. Solar Photovoltaic Power Plants
Solar PV power plants are the most commonly used renewables for power generation in the
modern power system. At present, we see different types of SPVPP, .g., rooftop, r of-integrated,
building integrated, building attached, floating solar, etc. [57–60]. More or less, all these types of solar
PV plants are capable of meeting the electricity loads with varying range and t pe from domestic
to industrial. As of 2019, the global cumulative installed capacity is around 627 GW. In Figure 4,
the cumulative installed PV capacities across the globe, measured in gigawatts (GW), ar shown.
Figure 3 shows that, among all other countries, China continues to lead in terms of its cumulative
installations that accounted for approximately 204.7 GW. The European Union (EU), the USA, Japan,
and India are also leading in global solar installations, and their cumulative installations are accounted
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for 131.3 GW, 75.9 GW, 63.0 GW, and 42.8 GW, respectively [61]. Coming to the Asia-Pacific region
alone, the cumulative PV installations in Australia and Korea were accounted for 14.6 GW and 11.2 GW,
respectively, whereas, in the EU, Germany was leading in terms of its cumulative PV installations
(approximately 49.2. GW) when compared with other EU countries. Next to Germany, with lesser than
50% installations, i.e., 20.8 GW, Italy stood in second place, and then the United Kingdom (U.K.) stood
in third place with 13.3. GW of installations. The rest of the countries have their cumulative solar PV
installations less than 10 GW.
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Overall, from Figure 4, it is understood that solar is widely accepted in many nations. PV is
perhaps the most flexible of all the power generating technologies among the renewables. It is also easy
to install with a minimal running cost, and, while its operation, the noise levels are almost negligible
except for the buzzing sound of the electrical equipment [59]. On the other side, PV power plants are
considered to be environmentally-friendly. PV technology is mature. It is still growing, and day by day,
many advancements are seen in terms of power conversion efficiency and flexible design of the solar
cells that are apt for installation onto any surface of new applications [57–60]. Most recently, the use of
PV technology for distributed power generation is given high priority. In Figure 5, the distributed
solar PV (DSPV) capacity growth by country/region is measured in gigawatts (GW) [63].
Even though PV has many benefits, it has a few significant disadvantages because its output is
zero at night and can vary considerably during the day, depending on weather conditions [64]. Hence,
in the PV plants, especially in DSPV, an ESS is highly recommended that enhances the operating
reliability by providing the continuous power supply even in the night time [13].
SPVPP’s also possesses a few main challenges: grid integration, performance-related issues,
and power quality issues [64–66]. In addition to these, financing and social acceptance are also
hindering solar PV growth. However, compared to other RER, the acceptance of PV as one of the DER
is very high.
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2.1.2. Wind Power Plants
The wind energy resource is the second most crucial energy source among all the renewables
widely accepted after solar PV. At present, there are two main types of WPP: onshore and offshore.
These wind power plants operate by using kinetic energy (i.e., the airflow) to rotate the WT, spinning
the generator rotor to produce electricity.
For harnessing the wind energy, WT’s are generally mounted at specific heights to capture most
of the available energy and take advantage of high speed but less turbulent wind [67,68]. The most
commonly seen WPPs are the horizontal axis and vertical axis WT (HAWT and VAWT).
In recent years, the novel type of WTs are evolved, which include curved WT, ducted WT,
funnel based WT, ground-mounted wind turbo-generator [69,70]. A single WT can produce up to a
few kW to 5 MW of electricity. Like photovoltaic, its power output is also intermittent, depending on
wind availability. The role played by WT is very crucial in the modern power system across the globe.
The cumulative wind power installation capacities are shown in Figure 6.
6. A global map hig lig ts the cumulative installed win power capacity, me sured in gigawatts
(GW) [71]. (Data source: British Petroleum (BP) Statistical Review of World Energy, 2020).
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As of 2019, with a cumulative installation of WPP as 210.48 GW, China was in the first place,
followed by the USA, Germany, India, Spain, Brazil, and Canada. The cumulative installed capacities
of WPP in the USA, Germany, India, Spain, Brazil, and Canada are 103.58 GW, 60.82 GW, 37.51 GW,
25.55 GW, 15.36 GW, and 13.41 GW.
As mentioned earlier, among the two main types of WPP, the onshore wind power installations
are expected to grow faster than offshore. Figure 7 shows that the onshore and offshore WPP
annual additions in the main and accelerated cases are shown. The growth of onshore and offshore
installations by 2024 is forecasted, and they are expected to expand by 57% (850 GW) and three-fold
(+43 GW) to 65 GW, respectively. However, in the coming years, the WPP installations in China
and the USA are expected to slow down a little bit between 2021 and 2024. The global annual WPP
installations are expected to be lower at ~50 GW. Coming to offshore WPP, the EU alone would
account for half of the global installations between 2019–2024. This is due to the continuous support in
new project development and the energy policy feed-in-tariff support. Upon precise observation of
Figure 6, the WPP installations are less than 10 GW in most countries. The regions like Latin America,
the Middle-East, and North Africa (MENA) region, Eurasia, and sub-Saharan Africa are also falling
between 0 to 10 GW range. The WPP installation forecasts expected that these regions would have
stable growth soon and eventually have grid integration [63].
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From Figures 6 and 7, it is clear that the deployment of WPP is immensely progressing. However,
the WPP installations possess a few main challenges: grid integration, performance-related issues
based on the eco-system, and power quality issues. In addition to these, financing and social acceptance
are also hindering wind power growth.
2.1.3. Hydroelectric Power Generation Plants
The HPG plants work by using the power of falling water (usually in the dam) to turn a water
turbine connected to a generator, which produces electricity. HPG is considered one of the RE
technologies because the water cycle is endless and can be reused for power generation and serve
other purposes. The hydro system is more or less clean, produces no waste, with very low emissions.
The amount of electricity production can be easily increased or reduced quickly, which can meet
high peak demand [72,73]. The HPG can be expressed as three types that convert moving water
(mechanical energy) to electrical power, and these three types are given below.
Conventional Hydropower
Conventional HPG refers to the electricity generation from the water’s energy. In conventional
HPG, mostly the water is stored in dams or impoundments, through which a penstock like structure
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is constructed, which allows water to free fall from the dam or reservoir height to the turbine
generator [56].
Run-of-the-River Hydropower
The run-of-the-river HPG also harvests the energy from flowing water. Unlike the conventional
HPG, the run-of-the-river HPG does not need a large dam or reservoir-like structures to store the water.
Here, in most cases, water is freely falling from the river’s upstream to rotate the turbine generator.
In some situations, small dams may be used, and this is done only to allow the water flow to the
penstock during specific uncertainties in terms of water flow [74].
Pumped Storage Hydropower
The pumped HPG also harvests the energy from water stored in overhead storage tanks.
The principle behind power generation is the same as the conventional type. Here, in pumped
storage hydropower, the excess energy is stored in water (e.g., motors were operated to pump the
water to the overhead storage tank or the reservoir). During the peak hours, the stored water is allowed
to free-fall onto the turbine, which spins the electric generator to produce electricity [75]. Mostly, in the
hydropower sector, the above highlighted three types of HPG plants are used. In Figure 8, the annual
energy generation from the hydropower plants across the globe is shown.
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It is revealed that China is leading in hydropower production, followed by Brazil, Canada, and the
USA [76]. The increase in energy generation trends presents hydropower’s scope as one of the DER’s
for SG.
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2.1.4. Thermal Power Plants
The power generation using TPP is the conventional approach where fossil fuel resources are
burned, which is then used to generate steam. The produced steam activates a turbine, which, in turn,
drives an electric generator. In TPP, the combustion approach is used, and the type of fuels used in the
boiler are coal, natural gas, heating oil, and biomass [13].
Combined Cycle Gas Power Plants
Shortly abbreviated CCGPP, and these plants generally combine two different types of TPP.
In CCGPP, in addition to the conventional TPP, gas turbines are used, which helps in using the residual
gases to generate power by another cycle. By combining gas and thermal plants, the overall energy
efficiency of the plant will be enhanced. Besides, the overall emissions from the residual gases are
reduced [77].
Combined Recovery of Blast Furnace and Coke-Oven Gas
These plants come under the TPP category. They are most commonly used as a captive power
plant in the blast furnace application industries, e.g., iron and steel. In most industries, conventional
types of TPP are used. Still, few gases like blast furnace gas, coke-oven gas, etc. are released as
by-products during industrial activity, especially in iron and steel [78–80]. For enhancing energy
and environmental efficiency, these waste gases were recovered and used for power generation [78].
The most commonly used systems for this are the top-recovery turbines and gas expansion turbines.
These types run on a combined mode with the captive power plant. On the other side, the residual
heat is further recovered and used in the combined cycle for power generation [78–80].
Combined Heat and Power
Shortly, abbreviated CHP typically comes under the TPP category. In these power plants,
simultaneous electricity generation and other usable thermal energy are possible. The usable thermal
energy is captured within the system, which, otherwise, could be a waste. The CHP power plant
is otherwise called a cogeneration system. The generated electricity can be used within a facility
and exported to the electrical grid in the condition of surplus production [81,82]. The heat energy
produced from the CHP plant can be used for industrial processes, and district heating, and other
heat on-demand services [83]. The CHP-based power plants are fueled by various fuels, e.g., natural
gas, fossil oil, and different fuel blends. With a CHP-based power plant, an approximate 30% GHG
emission can be reduced compared to the conventional TPP [77].
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Bioenergy
This is one of the RER that is mainly used for generating gas and other fuels. Different energy
conversion approaches like combustion, gasification, and pyrolysis convert the biomass into useful
electricity or other fuels [84].
In biomass power generation, China is leading, and it provides over 50% of new installations.
The bioenergy market is relatively high in China, and the most concentrated bioenergy projects
include co-generation and solid biomass to electricity. Brazil and India are the next-largest markets for
bioenergy after China, whereas the EU record 3 GW new installations in 2018 [63].
Nuclear Power Plants
These power plants generally fall under the TPP. In NPP, the nuclear fission principle is used to
generate electricity. In NPP, the nuclear reactors that act as a heat source are used in combination with
the Rankine cycle for power generation. The heat liberated in the reactor is used for converting the
water to steam, which, ultimately, spins the turbo-generator [85].
All the above-discussed TPPs are widely used in most countries for power generation. TPP drives
most of the country’s national energy mix and can be a vital DER in the electric grid. However, few of
the above-discussed TPPs, e.g., combined heat and gas recovery systems, are restricted to localized
energy grids (e.g., industrial MG, SG, etc.) within the industries. Overall, the role played by TPP as
DER in SG is critical.
2.2. Electric Storage Systems
ESS can provide stability and enhance reliability for SG with massive penetration of RE [8,86].
In other words, it can compensate for RE intermittency. Energy storage facilities would allow the energy
that would have been unused to be captured and retained in one form or the other and, later, converted
to electrical use during peak periods or no renewable generation. ESSs are being developed in many
ways and can be in the form of pumped hydro, compressed air, flywheel, batteries, and electromagnetic
(supercapacitor), as shown in Figure 10 [86–90]. Storage plants can also assist in additional services like
frequency stability and black start capability [8]. The ESS can also support the MG or SG by offering
voltage support when there is low voltage in the ESN.
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2.3. Demand Side Management/Controllable Loads in a Smart Grid
Load management from the consumer’s side would in balancing the supply and demand patterns
in SG. For this, DSM techniques are used. These techniques are generally based on the consumer side’s
initiative to achieve the desired change in the demand profile [91]. The different DSM techniques used
for the re-shaping load profile are presented in Figure 11.
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2.4. Electric ehicles as a Load Co ponent in a S art rid
E is an e erging technology that can be an essential S co ponent in the future [94–96]. s a
result of the decarbonized transportation sector, EV’s became the most crucial loads in SG [84]. The SG
and EV will both have an impact on each other. Massive adoption of EV ill substantially increase
de and on the po er grid, but this can be effectively anaged through de and response ( R) and
load scheduling. On the other hand, EV can provide support for the grid through its battery ESS.
EV can capture excess non-dispatchable RE and use it to enable and support SG [97]. It is, thereby,
balancing electric po er de and ith supply on the grid. The E is part of green solutions for
environ ental and energy source sustainability [98,99].
If the EV technology is deployed widely, it will provide a large distributed energy storage capacity
for the grid. The EV batteries are charged by SG at a time of excess generation, described as the
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vehicle-to-grid (V2G), and may be used as an energy storage backup for the grid [100]. A typical
control diagram of the EV charging station both in AC and DC configuration is shown in Figure 12.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 42 
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EV charging can be through the AC or DC grid, and this will enable the vehicle to discharge its
battery electrical energy into the grid (V2G) when demand is very high. This serves to mitigate the
intermittent nature of RE and provide the needed stability for the SG. The fallen price of solar PV,
battery for EV, and the developments seen in an electric grid can absorb many intermittent renewables,
which is expected to enhance EV adoption [59,84]. The EV technology can even be extended to serve
as an electrical source or sink with bi-directional charging ability in which it can be charged and
discharged between vehicle and home (V2H), vehicle and building (V2B), providing electric power
for the home, building, and to the grid and from home by building a charging point to EV [97–100].
The full benefit of EV being a part of the SG system will lead to a new energy business model and
provide a unique value for energy customers. The EV batteries can be charged in off-peak times.
The same charged EV batteries can be used as a source of energy supply when peak periods occur.
EV controls in SG are not well defined yet and are still evolving. Besides, the development of standards
for EVs is also in progress.
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3. AC, DC, and Hybrid Microgrids-Based Distributed Generation
MG is a segment of the main electric power grid that can be disconnected or isolated from
the central grid and operates independently. MG has its autonomous power generating sources
(preferably more than one source of power generation), which may also include ESS and is situated
close to the load center [101–104]. The MG can integrate multiple DER’s (the DER’s include the
renewables like wind, solar, biomass, or non-renewable or energy storage like pump hydro, batteries,
flywheel, etc.) that are briefly discussed in Section 2.1. Currently, with the available DERs, we can
design the AC and DC MG. In addition to these, their combination, i.e., hybrid AC/DC MGs, can be
designed. In Figure 13, the few common configurations of MGs are shown [103,104].
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sources are ot available or available. Still, the price of the central grid is lower [12]. D pending upon
the MG configuration, the cost of the electricity wo ld vary [55].
ti li , ff tr i t iti t it , i t
i , ti f se, and supply and demand patterns [13]. In contrast, this feature is not applicable
for CEG. The CEGs are not designed to acco modate DER at the distribution level [ ]. f ,
i ti s to the grid directly at distribution po es many technical challenges. Hence,
it is necessary to follow spe ific technical procedures and standards in integrating DERs into ,
i i ’ il i l .
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4. Power Electronic Components and Their Control in Smart Grids
Power electronics in the SG system performs the essential function of coupling the DERs to the
electric power grid. It also boosts, regulates, and does the conversion of DC to DC or DC to AC
electricity, particularly in grid integration of RE [106,107]. The unregulated voltage output of RE
sources’ distributed energy and intermittency requires power electronics to interface to the grid [108].
The DER’s voltage output could be in DC or AC form with variable frequency. Power electronics like
high voltage direct current (HVDC), voltage source inverter (inverter), and boost converter provide
ancillary services for the grids in the form of power quality improvement, reactive power support,
and electric grid stability and control. Of crucial importance among power electronics is the inverter.
The inverter integrates most RE technologies and ESS to the electric grid. A smart inverter can serve
several different operations to help an electric power system operate with better stability, reliability,
and efficiency [12,13].
4.1. Volt-VAR Control
The injection of reactive power to control voltage is known as Volt-VAR control [109,110].
Smart inverters are capable of providing reactive power at the point of connections to the grid to
regulate the grid voltage. Thus, preventing the severe stability challenges of grid voltage fluctuations
occasioned by the variability of renewable solar photovoltaics even during sunny hours of the day.
An inverter is designed and programmed in such a way that its reactive power output at any time
is dependent on the grid voltage at that time [110]. Another way is to employ a communication
link to enable the power converter to inject its reactive power by the command of the grid operator.
In their control functions at the point of interfacing with the grid, the inverter can monitor current,
voltage, frequency, and phase angles and communicate this data to the grid operator in real-time.
This information can further process for appropriate actions or decision-making.
4.2. Ramp-Rate Control
Non-dispatchable RE production output like PV and wind goes up and down swiftly several times,
even within a couple of minutes, which may create complications for the operators [111]. A smart
inverter with a built-in small amount of a supercapacitor can limit or reduce the rate of up and down
output power ramping.
4.3. Frequency and Voltage Event Ride-Through
As a requirement, the inverter cannot release their output into the grid when the output
parameters like voltage and frequency from the renewable are not within the acceptable range for
grid characteristics [112]. Nonetheless, there may be a very brief momentary period of low and high
voltage or low and high frequency on the grid. In this period, further loss from renewable sources
might aggravate these grid conditions. Frequency and voltage event ride through is technologies or
techniques that permit the inverter to remain online and assist the grid during this short period of
voltage and frequency deviation.
5. Communication and Cybersecurity in a Smart Grid
In SG, ensuring effective communication between the peer is essential, and, at the same time,
the data related to SG operations should be protected. In this regard, the role of communication and
ensuring cybersecurity is discussed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
5.1. Role of Communication in the Smart Grid
One of the SG system’s critical features is the two-way flow of information and two-way flow of
electricity and real-time communication among components in the system.
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The communication system is crucial in grid integration of DER’s and aid in restructuring the
ESN topology based on the need for adjusting for the efficient flow of electric power [113]. Being a
vast system, SG needs a range of networking and communication technologies that can enable timely
and high-speed two-way interactions among components, users, and operators. The medium of these
communications can be wired (power line communication, fiber optics, and copper cables) and wireless
communication, including Wi-Fi, cellular, microwave, etc. [114,115].
In the traditional approach, technicians go physically to power equipment/systems to collect data
and consumer’s terminal to take readings on a periodical basis for system monitoring and billing
purposes. In SG systems, smart meters and sensors will provide real-time information and remote
monitoring and store all previous data. All this information is made available on a communication
platform to the central location with all concerned points through communication technologies using
wired or wireless communication for access [115,116]. This helps operators be fully aware of the
power system’s health and predict and ascertain the system’s condition ahead of time and, thereby,
give appropriate notification to consumers. Examples are notifications on possible outages with
duration, energy price, and amount of energy available at a given time. Consumers also can adjust
their power usage patterns based on available information on their consumption rate and energy cost,
which they can easily access on a communication platform even through their mobile phone in the
comfort of their location.
5.2. Role of Cybersecurity in a Smart Grid
Cybersecurity in SG is essential as there is a need to prevent abuse, malicious activities,
and unauthorized access to a two-way flow of information on the grid system [115,116]. Consumers or
the prosumer or any other peer within ESN have a lot of information about their consumption
and trading patterns. Hence, the data needs to be protected from hacking, theft, and loss.
Full implementation of the SG system without adequate cybersecurity measures can open the system
to a sophisticated cyber-attack, which can compromise the system and cause stability problems for the
grid. Cyber-attack can also cause fraud, like the destruction of information and manipulation of energy
consumption data. Cybersecurity should be aimed at integrity, confidentiality, and timely availability
of data [113,117]. The cybersecurity system should also detect cyber-attacks and information security
violations and automatically send alerts to the peer. This will help the peer to respond to protect the
integrity of the system.
6. Application of Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning in Smart Grids
With the growth of computational methods, particularly in data management and analysis,
several ML approaches have been implemented in various industries [118]. According to the current
situation, most of the researchers have concentrated their studies on DL too. The DL has been treated
as an emerging area for feature extraction and handling a considerable amount of data where ML
methods fail. Altogether, AI encloses numerous subfields, counting as ML, DL, Big Data computer
vision, neural network, natural language processing, etc. [118]. DL employs large neural networks
with many layers of processing units, advancing computing power, and enhancing training techniques
to learn versatile patterns from vast amounts of data. DL is typically a sub-branch of ML, and DL is
another sub-branch of AI, as shown in Figure 14.
The appropriate proliferation of AI technologies is essential for suitable applications, especially in
the SG applications [119]. SG is a collection of existing and emerging technologies working together
to monitor and manage the ESN properly. Based on its nature, SG was able to generate huge data,
given the scope for data analysis [120]. At present, in SG, standard data mining methods are applied.
The traditional data mining analysis tool adopted by industries were ML, ANN, genetic algorithm
(GA), FL, KbS, support vector machine (SVM), etc. [119–123]. These methods were mainly used to get
better outcomes in terms of exact electricity demand estimation. These methods were also applied to
forecast energy production and consumption patterns based on peer behaviour in the ESN. Among all
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methods, DL plays a vital role in SG applications. Several AI techniques are summarized in Table 2.
It can be examined that, with a certain success level, AI tools are applied for forecasting the electrical
load. This also improves the neural network’s training ability to achieve positive outcomes of the load
forecast model instead of traditional techniques. A variety of hybrid forecasting approaches are used
to increase predictive accuracy. DL is a subset of ML that has deeper inner hidden layers cascaded into
the network, which initially occasioned from a multi-layer ANN [124–126].
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Having said that, DL has a broader application in all data mining, data performance, and prediction.
There are different types of methods associated with DL shown in Figure 15.
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Among the above-listed methods in Figure 15, the two approaches, namely CNN and RNN,
are commonly used in SG research. For analyzing and understanding the spatial distribution data,
the CNN method can be used. The other method, RNN, can handle the time-series data effectively.
SG is presented as massive data mining, load forecasting, and load balancing opportunities. DL is
a handy tool that improves and builds an intelligent SG. Figure 16 shows a schematic of the DL in
the application of SG. Despite growing technology for SG and EMS, there are still many barriers to
accurate load forecasting in large-scale data.
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Table 2. The summary of the studied artificial intelligence techniques and their applications in a smart grid.




− Three-layer ANN and
BP learning
− algorithm proposed and designed for SG
− Short-term load forecast model based
on ANN
− ANN forecast model trained with a
BP-based learning technique.
− NN efficiency is harmed by intrinsic
gradient-based defects that include slow
convergence and increased
computational complexity.
− A low percentage of samples and





− GA with SVR
− A short-term load forecasting object was
set for this research.
− CGA with the SVR technique applied.
− It strengthens forecast model efficiency
by resolving sudden and unexpected
convergence, gradually approaching the
optimal comprehensive solution or
trapping into a local optimal level.
− Likewise, the SVRCGA driven forecast










− Utilizing improved GA along with BP
training methodology and short-term
load forecasting using ANN is proposed.
− To every BP based NN’s local minima
issue resolved with enhanced GA’s
global search capabilities.
− The suggested forecasting model







− NFN with an
improved GA
− A GA approach is being used to achieve
the optimum set of fuzzy rules, and the
FL is applied in forecasting for managing
qualitative parameter information.
− The expected results suggest that the





short-term peak load forecasting
− CGASA with SVR
− Demonstrated a forecast model to
improve the model’s statistical accuracy
with CGASA’s short-term load forecast
model based on SVR.
− The conclusions from this analysis
revealed an increased forecast outcome
relative to the models ARIMA and
TF-ε-SVR-SA.
[123]
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− A context agent-based control technique
is applied to large
national infrastructures.
− This approach enables the self-healing of
the SG for different responses.
The common ones are threats, component
failures, and other disruptive events.
[127]
Optimal operation of
distribution feeders in SGs
− Intelligent
Nonlinear Programming
− An intelligent nonlinear programming
technique to minimize the amount of
electricity drawn in a substation.
− The positive impact of such a method
resulted in a reduction in energy losses.
− The design limited the
switching operation.
− Good system performance.
[128]
Demand response forecasting in
SGs:
Use of anthropologic and
structural data for short-term
multiple loads forecasting
− ANN and SVM based
StLF model for SG.
− The common approaches applied is ANN
and SVM.
− Short-term forecasting model for
various loads.
− This study concludes that the demand
response in SG was well developed.
− The goals were achieved by designing







− NN trained with GA, FC,
and N-NA.
− algorithm applied to a network is an
NN-based model with adaptive training
using GA, FC, and N-NA for integrating
DSM and AMS.
− The presented model significantly
enhanced RER’s exploitation and
ensured the other services like saving in
energy and allowing the customers to





− Intelligent EMS system
− power quality and power grid
transmission network are critically
reviewed, focusing on the STG
infrastructural needs.
− The EMS concept and a framework for
transfer from the currently configured
power network to the SG network
were achieved.
− The power quality and information
infrastructure were effectively handled in
this approach.
− A ubiquitous measurement of the phasor
recognizing the volume and rate of data.
[131]
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− a model of the WNN is designed using a
multi-agent system knowledge base.
− Helped with limiting features and
predicting energy generation using NN.
− A compelling work is presented whereby
EMS with RE generation is modeled.
− The WNN showed a better performance
in EMS of an RER.
[132]
SGM architecture,
The multi-agent energy system,
Energy demand forecasting,
Virtual power plants
− MLPNN − SGM virtual power plants with RERsusing MLPNN.
− MLP’s NN embeds a collection of
multi-agents for forecasting the collective
energy demand across the ESN.
[133]
Note: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Smart Grid (SG), Backpropagation (BP), Neural Network (NN), Genetic Algorithm (GA), Support Vector Regression (SVR), Chaotic Genetic
Algorithm (CGA), Chaotic Genetic Algorithm Simulated Annealing (CGASA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Neural Fuzzy Network (NFN), Fuzzy Logic (FL), Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE), Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Short-Term Load Forecast (StLF), Fully Conventional Neural (FCN), Fuzzy Clustering
(FC), Neuron-By-Neuron Algorithms (N-NA), Demand Side Management (DSM), Active Management Schemes (AMS), Renewable Energy Resources (RER), Smart Transmission Grid
(STG), Energy Management System (EMS), Smart Grid Management (SGM), Renewable Energy (RE), Wavelet Neural Network (WNN), Multi-Layer Perceptron’s Neural Network
(MLPNN), Multi-Layer Perceptron’s (MLP’s), Electricity System Network (ESN).
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Table 3. The common advantages and disadvantages of deep learning (A portion of the Table is adapted
with permission from [134], 2020, IEEE).
Methods Advantages Disadvantages
CNN
CNN’s are robust, extremely competitive
performing, supervised DL approaches. With
added features of CNNs, its scalability is
improved, and the duration of their training
combined with those of ANNs is enhanced.
CNN’s provide possible I T privacy uses because
they can dynamically learn functionality from
raw data on protection.
CNN’s include high computational costs.
Therefore, it is challenging to implement
them on commodity-constrained platforms to
support onboard safety features.
RNN
RNNs also includes their equivalents better
performance with serial data in many scenarios.
In some cases, IoT security data consists of serial
data. Thus, RNNs have a possible application in
IoT protection.
The major downside of RNNs is the problem
of gradients vanishing or exploding.
AE
AEs are theoretically significant for the extraction
of functionality. For representation learning, AEs
can be used ffectively to learn fe ures stead of
the manually designed features used in
conventional ML and minimize dimensionality
without pr or knowledge of he data.
AEs use a large number of computing
resources. While AEs can easily train to
capture training data characteristics, if the
training dataset is not representative of a test
data set, AEs can only confuse the learning
process rather than reflect the characteristics.
RBM
Using a feedback system on RBMs allows
multipl critical fea ures to be extracted from an
unsupervised approach.
RBMs include high computational costs.
Hence, it is challe ing to inco porate them
on resource-constrained IoT devic s to
support onboard protection systems.
DBN
DBNs are non-supervised methods of learn ng,
trained iteratively with unlabeled data to
represent significant features.
DBNs have high computational costs due to
the large number of parameters generated by
the lengthy initialization process.
GAN
In GAN, the only way to produce a sample is by
going through the model, as with DBNs and
RBMs, in which the Markov network requires an
unknown number of iterations.
GAN is unpredictable and demanding
preparation. It is a difficult task to learn how
to generate discrete data through GAN.
EDLN
Mixing DL optimization algorithms may lead to a
diversity of models, enhancing model efficiency
and generalization of models.
The system’s time complexity can be
increased significantly.
Note: Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Deep Learning (DL), Internet of Things (IoT), Conventional Neural Netw rk
(CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), Autoencoder (AE), Machine Learning (ML), Restricted Boltzmann
Machine (RBM), Deep Belief Network (DBN), Generative Adversarial Network (GAN), Ensemble of Deep Learning
Network (EDLN).
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7. Application of Internet-of-Things and Energy Internet in Smart Grids
IoT and the Energy Internet (EI) are two other areas in which their roles in SG is quite
considerable [135]. These two concepts are emerging communication technologies. In Figure 17,
a summary of different IoT components is shown. IoT implementations in related applications have
many benefits, such as reducing human interference in the interconnecting devices process. The most
significant impacts in the power market, home appliances, garbage management, and smart cities (SC)
are seen in the literature [136–141]. The IoT gateways are joining the “data collection, transmission,
and processing” networks of SG [139]. For instance, an IoT gateway device allows the data to
be routed through the IoT network and bi-directional communication (i.e., device-to-gateway and
gateway-to-cloud) [136,138,140].
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SG, ESN, and IoT nodes may be the potential solution to tomorrow’s global energy crisis [142].
The existing SG framework, combined with IoT and EI, can be applied to numerous energy-related
applications. These include SC, intelligent home monitoring systems, and energy-harvesting
technologies like metering, monitoring, and EMS. One of SG’s critical components is continuous
connectivity and communication, which provides equipped devices with these capabilities.
In Reference [143], Kabalci et al. presented different decentralized networking such as Neighbour Area
Network (NAN), Home Area Network (HAN), Wide Area Network (WAN), and Field Area Network
(FAN), which are responsible for the roles-based data transfer bet een utility data centers, substations,
and smart met rs withi and outside of the ESN, as shown in Figure 18.
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7.1. IoT Components in the Context of Smart Grids
The communication and transmission of data from the SG are divided into information and
operation data. The information comprises meter readings, utility bills, power rates, marking and
patterns, and customers’ geographic position in SG. The operational data includes a network’s real-time
current and voltage levels, condenser banks, fault positions, and energy storage values. The central
and peripheral technologies make SGs consist of different intelligent devices specified below.
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7.1.1. Advanced Sensing and Measurement
SG incorporates smart metering, which gathers data on electricity prices and usage for customers
and utilities, including the time and amount of electricity consumed. This assesses system safety,
grid integrity and supports advanced protective relays [144–146]. This allows customer choice and
response to demand and helps to alleviate grid congestion. Advance monitoring and analysis improve
grid stability through early identification of faults, allowing operating system isolation and power
outage prevention.
7.1.2. Automatic Monitoring and Control
SG provides real-time tracking and display of energy system device conditions and efficiency
through linkages and over large geographic areas, helping device operators and users recognize and
optimize power system modules, actions, and output [145,147,148]. SG’s monitoring and control
technologies produce data and provide a visual representation of the system status to help inform the
decision, mitigate wide-area disturbances, and improve distribution capacity and reliability.
7.1.3. Renewable Resources Forecasting
The challenges of the intermittent nature of renewable, particularly wind and solar, call for an
accurate forecast. Advanced precise estimates of wind and solar energy availability can alleviate
negative impacts on the grid’s required spinning reserves [149]. Advanced forecasting will provide
preliminary information on resources, load, and grid conditions. This would help in effective scheduling
and dispatch, which assist in proper planning according to consumers’ load requirements from analyzed
data. The forecast would bring about a dynamic nature in all power system levels while balancing
variable generation by keeping the grid stable [150].
7.1.4. Information and Communication Technology
The present power system infrastructure involves connections of all significant power system
operational facilities (generating, transmission, and primary distribution substation) to the system
control center, part of a conventional power system [151,152]. However, this communication is extended
throughout distribution networks and offers high-speed two-ways communication flows that make the
SG dynamic interactive for real-time information exchange [153–155]. SG employs ICT technology at
each level of the power system right from generation down to consumer appliances to improve electric
power services, grid reliability and efficiency, cost reduction, and enhanced environmental-friendliness.
7.1.5. Distribution Automation
Distribution automation (DA) is a technique for automated control that maximizes electricity
distribution networks’ performance to make the grid more reliable and efficient. DA is an essential
component of SG. It helps to readjust the distribution topology to incorporate renewable variability,
power ramping, and bi-directional power flows [156]. DA provides for sensing and monitoring of
voltage and power factors at different points on the distribution circuit. If it senses deviation from
the expected range, it triggers automatic control of voltage regulating devices [157]. This allows
the injection of reactive power and voltage to be regulated to the pre-set value. When a fault or
outage occurs, with DA, the fault’s real-time occurrence can be identified and located faster and more
accurately by operators, even at remote locations. Therefore, there will not be a need for time wastage
on manual fault tracing, and consumers will not need to report to the distribution company.
8. Application of Blockchain in Smart Grids
Blockchain (BC) technology first came to the limelight with the bitcoin and has been widely
accepted by researchers in various disciplines. Followed by the bitcoin blockchain, the different BC
platforms were developed. Though there were other BC platforms, they have classified into three main
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types: public blockchain, private blockchain, and federated blockchain. These three BC types have
various technical features. Bitcoin and Ethereum are the two typical public blockchains. Any BC node
is open to all participants in the public BC type, and each user can participate. Therefore, in public BC,
all the participants will have access to public BC transaction information.
Private BC is the second type, where the participants will have restricted access to the transaction
information. In Private BC, a participant can only participate in and view information regarding
the transaction if the node is given access rights. The third BC type is the federated one, where it
has combined features of public and private BC [158]. Its emergence in the energy sector offered
numerous applications in SG [159–161]. BC-based on the smart contract allows a peer in the ESN or SG
to perform an energy trading transaction (e.g., electricity sale) directly with another peer (peer-to-peer)
and invoice it. This peer-to-peer concept needs transactions to be stored on a platform that is part
of the ESN. The peers are the participants involved in the electricity trades (typically, the consumer,
prosumer, regulatory authority, etc.) [162,163]. For several years, the centralized model has performed
well, but with the rise in the volume of data shared during the trading process, there is a possibility that
the servers encounter bottlenecks and a single point of failure, making them vulnerable to attack [10].
The BC servers’ critical function that is part of the distributed energy network is to ensure trust and
preserve a backup of all the transactions. The trust process is one of BC’s main principles, preventing
the spread of tainted information. In a permission-less or public BC (system without access limitation),
the introduction of new information on to block must be allied with specific resources like fuel cost and
computational tools. For example, the consensus proof-of-work (PoW) mechanism entails participating
nodes to solve the hash code and to validate the node [10,162,163]. Hence, the PoW consensus creates
computational expenses due to adding new information (the next block) [164]. A BC offers a centralized
computing architecture that allows peers to communicate without a single governing body. However,
in the absence of intermediaries, the BC-based systems still rely on the predefined laws’ consistency
while maintaining protection, efficiency, and accuracy. The BC platform is currently evolving and
tackles many problems, but many issues remain open, posing a challenge to scholars.
More recently, there has been a fast growth of automated decision-making support
systems [165,166]. A BC is a useful tool in this environment for recording the activities and decisions
by practicing the proof-of-work needed to attach a verified block to the chain. The machines may
also be used to build the proof-of-work for a mining method. ML methods may be used to detect
any suspicious and illicit behaviour that may occur on the BC in real-time. ML and BC will also have
plenty of synergies and immersive implementations. For data mining and security, the two systems
can work together. When Big Data-based AI solutions are implemented through a BC deployment,
the way the systems operate can be continuously tested by a comprehensive and accurate database of
all the decisions. AI systems exploit data collected from sensors for analytics, and decision-making can
be tracked at various points while the process is placed into a BC paradigm. One of the key benefits of
implementing Big Data technology in BC is increasing accuracy and data security. Both are described
as critical aspects of the BC paradigm. The data exchange should become easier and more common,
as BC deployment guarantees protection and originality.
An “intelligent contract” is a virtual protocol that automatically performs the default transaction
processes without needing a third-party intervention. An example of this in smart energy systems
would include developing fully self-governing smart contracts between an energy supplier and a
customer who controls both the sale and the payment separately and safely [167,168]. If the client
does not make the price, the smart contract system would immediately terminate the supply until
the transaction is completed, provided the partners have already agreed to use this provision in their
contract. However, such growth presents a challenge to conventional business models related to energy
finance, which may risk being removed from the consumer sector for payments.
The use of the BC in SG could provide our present and future energy grid with multiple
advantages. The developed decentralized trading network gives much of its advantages to the electrical
system, connected explicitly with the BC features and working concepts. BC’s key benefits in ESN
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features and operating principles are decentralizing confidence and increasing protection, durability,
openness, and scalability and providing less bureaucracy and growing computing capability [4,169,170].
Several new BC frames in the intelligent grids could be taken from these benefits, as stated in Table 4.
Table 4. Role of blockchain in the microgrids and smart grids.
The Role Played by Blockchain in Microgrids and Smart Grid Reference
− A multi-agent coalition and blockchain were used for energy trading in an active
distribution network.
− A multi-agent coalition and blockchain supported the prosumer network and
allowed negotiations related to electricity trading.
− Energy trading transaction settlement was done using the blockchain protocol,
and trust and security are ensured.
[171]
− Blockchain is used in energy demand-side management within electricity
systems networks.
− Game-theoretic approach was modeled for demand-side management and an
integrated energy storage system.
− Enabled the reduction in peak-to-average ratio, which benefits the electrical grid.
− Due to supply-side constraints, dips in the load patterns are observed,
and smoothening has become a bit easier with blockchain-based energy trading.
[172]
− Laboratory-scale model of the blockchain model was the implementation exchange of
solar energy. [173]
− Internet of energy management with blockchain was discussed with various aspects:
review, solutions, and challenges.
− Secure energy trading and payment transactions are enabled in
V2G-based microgrids
− Faster verification, reliability improvements, and immutability are significant benefits
offered by the blockchain.
[174]
− An incentive for maximized green energy exchanges has become more comfortable
with the blockchain. [175]
− A clean energy was designed with BC application with the IoE to balance building
production with energy trading, [176]
− An efficient and secure data management platform with lowered network delay. [177]
Note: Vehicle to Grid (V2G), Blockchain (BC), Internet of Energy (IoE).
The realization of the above-discussed benefits and the BC roles highlighted in Table 4 needs
a suitable layer architecture for the typical SG shown in Figure 19a. A three-layer BC architecture
that automates the SG services and enhances security and data protection in SG is shown in
Figure 19b–d [167].
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Figure 19. Blockchain for smart grid (a). hybrid renewable energy microgrid with microgrid manager
(Note: PV—photovoltaics, MG—microgrid, PV— lectric vehicle) (b). A three-layer blockchain
architecture for enhancing security and data protection in a smart grid along with applications
(Note: ICT—information and communication technologies) (Reprinted with permission [167], 2019,
IEEE). (c). A new cyber layer for smart grids using blockchain (Reprinted with permission [167], 2019,
IEEE), and (d). Using blockchain for microgrid services automation (Reprinted with permission [167],
2019, IEEE).
9. Discussion on the Benefits and Services Offered by the Smart Grid
A comprehensive discussion on DER and different digital technologies like AI, ML, DL, IoT, EI,
and BC in the SG context is carried out in the previous sections. Based on the knowledge provided in
Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, it is understood that the RER’s contribution to future SG development would
be very high.
It is also clear that the EV penetration to SG would increase in the near future and be a vital
component in the SG configuration. Based on its inherent nature, SG will be able to “detect, react,
and pro-act” to changes in system functioning and energy usage, ensuring timely grid operations.
These features in DER-based SG can be accomplished at the fullest level using AI, IoT, and BC.
The investigation of these digital technologies had also informed the same. However, the cost involved
in transitioning from the CEG to the SG is very high, but the benefits are numerous and will eventually
reduce electricity costs. With the shift to SG, the current ESN could have the following services.
• Support a more significant proportion of RE as SGs are well-designed with technology support
that effectively controls the ESN by taking the uncertainties associated with RE,
• Acts as a better response system that mitigates the sudden disturbance by offering the services
related to repair and faster restoration,
• Live statistics on the energy consumptions patterns and suggestions on improving energy efficiency,
• Live information on electricity generation prices along with the forecasted price based on the time
of use,
• Peak demand adjustment within the ESN, based on the flexible and convenient time of operation,
• Enhanced grid efficiency and improvements in energy trading, metering, and RE integration,
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• Flexible and sustainable energy trading is ensured and a choice of low carbon electricity selection
while trade is possible,
• Advanced support for EV penetration and home energy management,
• Extended support is offered for plug-in energy infrastructures (e.g., city surveillance systems,
public lighting, energy on-demand services).
In addition to the above highlighted benefits, with digital advancement, the SG services were
further enhanced. Especially with the use of AI, IoT, and BC, automated peer services have improved.
This has become possible by monitoring real-time information about the ESN in the context of
reliability, availability, resilience, stability, security, and sustainability. In the following paragraphs,
the discussion on AI, IoT, and BC’s contribution to reliability, availability, resilience, stability, security,
and sustainability enhancement is made.
Reliability, availability, and stability are the SG’s critical services to the peers in the ESN. Due to
the increased complexity of the ESN in the modern power sector, meeting reliability, availability,
and stability objectives are becoming more challenging. Effective monitoring of the SG using the digital
tools could help address the issues related to aggravated grid congestion and massive transfers of
energy over long distances. Furthermore, the challenges of increasing energy consumption and peak
demand, and aging infrastructure are addressed by promoting maximizing asset utilization [160,178].
Digital tools like AI, IoT, and BC could provide the fullest control and allow effective monitoring of the
above-highlighted issues, improving the overall ESN performance [13].
Resilience is another key criterion that needs to be ensured in the SG. An ESN can sustain, rapidly
recover, and learn to adapt its structure to unexpected disruptive events. It is believed that SG is
capable of being resilient to disruptions. The causes of disruption might be “extreme weather events,
asset failure, natural disasters, power surges, acute accidents, and even operational errors by the
workforce” [13,18]. Such uncertain situations should be predicted earlier to have informed decisions.
Digital tools like AI, IoT, and BC help predict the disruption based on the systems’ knowledge it has.
For example, the IoT tools can detect any sought of faults that might cause a resilience issue and
inform those to carry out the analytics for understanding the ESN robustness [160]. The AI-based
analytics estimates the system robustness and allows the data-driven decisions to take appropriate
actions to improve the robustness and ensure a quick recovery [178]. Here, the BC offers its service
in providing the energy balances by facilitating the involved peers to be a part of the energy trading
schemes. This allows the ESN to bounce back to its normal state [169].
Security issues that lie with peer communication in the ESN can be addressed using IoT and
BC systems [158]. The BC’s trust and transparent features ensure that information flow between the
peers is always secure and happens through a specific channel based on the defined agreement on the
smart contracts [162,163]. Additionally, the BC traceability feature allows us to quickly identify the
destruction of information and manipulation of energy consumption data. Similarly, the IoT and BC
systems provide data integrity, data confidentiality, and timely data [158].
Sustainability is another crucial criterion that a modern power system should have, and it is
clearly defined under sustainable development goal 7 (SDG7) [55]. Ensuring ESN’s sustainability
might be a difficult task as it involves numerous components, and each contributes to a certain amount
of GHG. Tracking each component and the type of resources based on the sustainability indicators may
not be possible in CEG [179,180]. The amount of emissions released based on the type of DER used can
also impact SG’s sustainability. In SG’s case, the concept of asset management or ESN infrastructure
management could help us monitor these data [179]. However, the digital advancement of SG with IoT
and BC could help us to monitor and estimate the number of resources consumed for a typical SG [179].
The BC enabled product traceability, and the life cycle assessment tool can easily allow sustainability
scores for SG [180,181].
Overall, this critical investigation of the selected three digital technologies revealed a broader
scope in SG. On the other side, the above discussion also in line with the existing literature.
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10. Conclusions
This study has illustrated the concept of SG in detail and provided much information on its
conceptual technologies, technicality, and the pooled technologies. The DER and pools of numerous
existing and emerging know-hows like information and digital communication technologies are
discussed. The full implementation of SG and its performance-related services are thoroughly discussed.
The promotion of locally available DER’s, especially RER for stable, reliable, sustainable,
and affordable electricity, is given importance and a brief discussion on all the possible DERs.
Also, the DER’s detailed progress concerning the SG on a global scale is discussed. A discussion is
carried out on the SG that can support and be supported by emerging EV technology. Overall, it is
meant to reduce the dependence of the transport sector on oil. SG offered fully automated services and
intelligently monitored information right from generation and down to equipment it powers, and it
incorporated peer behaviors.
The monitored information allows the operations like “detect, react, and pro-act” in DER-based
SG, and they can be accomplished at the fullest level with the use of AI, IoT, and BC. The techniques
associated with AI include fuzzy logic, expert systems, and artificial neural networks, and the advances
they bought in controlling the DER-based SG are provided. The IoT and BC enabled services like data
sensing, data storage, secured, transparent, and traceable digital transactions are briefly discussed.
The role played by AI-based analytics, IoT components along with energy Internet architecture,
and the BC assistance in improving SG services like reliability, availability, resilience, stability, security,
and sustainability are presented.
Overall, this study provided an overview of DER and the applications of three leading digital
technologies like AI, IoT, and BC in SG.
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